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The Asymptotic Number of Irreducible Partitions* 
EDWARD A. BENDER, ANDREW M. 0DLYZKO AND L. BRUCE RICHMOND 
A partition of [I, n] ={I, ... , n} is called irreducible if no proper subinterval of [I, n] is a union 
of blocks. We determine the asymptotic relationship between the numbers of irreducible partitions, 
partitions without singleton blocks, and all partitions when the block sizes must lie in some 
specified set. 
l. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
A partition of [ l, n] = { l, ... , n} is called irreducible if no proper subinterval of [ l, n] 
is a union of blocks. Let 973 be a set of positive integers, an= anU~) the number of 
partitions of[ I, n] with block lengths in 973,/,. the number of those which have no singleton 
blocks, and in the number which are irreducible. The asymptotic behavior of the an, fn, 
and in depends in a complicated way on the set 973. We will show, however, that there 
are simple relations between these functions. 
Let 9)1* = 9)1- {1}. (Possibly 9)1* = 9)1.) Thusfn (9)1) =an( 9)1*). Since 0 ~ in( 9)1) ~fn (9)1 ), and 
an(9)1*)=0 if n is not a multiple of d =gcd(9)1*), we will restrict our attention to those 
n which are multiples of d. Let 
f(x)=LEoo.xbjb! and F(x)=tf<xl. ( l.l) 
Then F(x) is the exponential generating function for fn[2, ex. 10]. 
THEOREM I. Suppose 9)1* ¥- 0. Let d = gcd( 9)1*). In what follows, n ~ oo through multiples 
of d. We have 
ifg)J* ¥- {2}; 
I-. 0.n• ( 1.2) 
n nl e, ifg)J* = {2}. 
If l ~ 9)1, then fn = a"' while if l E 9)1, then 
ifg)J* ¥- {2},
. { dan/e'n, (1.3)In- 2 j nt/2+3/4 ifg)J* = {2},an e ' 
where rn is the unique positive real number that satisfies n = rJ'(rn). 
CoROLLARY l. If l E 9)1 and 9)1 omits at most a finite set ofpositive integers, then 
( 1.4) 
CoROLLARY 2. If max 9)1 = B < oo, 1 E 9)1, and 9)1 ¥- {1, 2}, then, as n ~ oo through multi­
ples of d, we have 
. {dan exp[ -((B -l)!n) 11 B], ifg)J -1 ~ 9)1; 
I- (1.5) 
n dan exp[-((B -1) !n) 11 B + (B -1)/ B], ifB -1 E 9)1. 
In [3, ex. 3] a functional equation of Beissinger [I] was used to prove the theorem for 
9)1 = {k} by means of formal power series techniques. Here we use results of Hayman [5] 
on coefficients of entire functions to obtain more complete results. The convergence in 
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Corollary is very slow. For ordinary partitions (@ the set of positive integers) and 
n = 500 we found that (an log n )I nin = 1·4, which is quite far from I. This is due mainly 
to the poor convergence of nllog n to e'" since an e_,"I in= 1·05 at n = 500. 
When fY3 ={I, 2, 3, ... }, we obtain the Bell numbers for an(fYJ). These have been studied 
asymptotically by the saddle point method. See deBruijn [4, (6.2.6)] for a derivation. 
Hayman [5] defined a class of functions to which he was able to apply the saddle point 
method to obtain asymptotics. His class includes (1.1) for many @' s. We show that 
arguments like Hayman's can be used to cover all @' s. This is the content of the technical 
lemmas in the next section. In Section 3 we use a combinatorial inequality to deduce 
(1.2a). We then apply the results of Section 2 to deduce (1.3) and the Corollaries. 
As asymptotic formula for an easily follows, but, as in the case of the Bell numbers, 
is usually not easily used. We state it for completeness: 
d exp(L snlk!)n! (1.6) 
where all sums are over k E fY3 and sn > 0 is determined by n = L s~l (k -I)!. 
In this paper, the symbol C stands for a positive real constant, not necessarily the 
same at each occurence. 
2. Two LEMMAS 
The lemmas in this section contain the necessary analytic results. 
LEMMA I. Let .}( be a set ofpositive integers with greatest common divisor one and let 
g be a positive function on the positive integers with g(n)l g(n -1) ~ Cn. Define 
zn 
h(z) = L -(-) and L Hnzn = H(z) = eh(z).
nEX g n n«O 
Then Hnl Hn+I- Sm where Sn is the positive root of n = snh'(sn)· 
PROOF. Define, following Hayman [5], 
A(r) = dh(r) = L nrn 
dlogr nEXg(n)' 
(2.1)
dA(r) n 2 rn 
B(r)=--= L -= O(ec').
dlogr nEXg(n) 
If H(z) is admissible in the sense of Hayman, then we are done by [5, cor. IV]. 
Unfortunately this is not always true. We will show that the conditions for admissibility 
hold except for eE e, where e = B(r) is a set such that 
J.L( B) sup IH(r ei8 )l = o(H(r)lB(r) 112), 
BEB 
where J.L denotes Lebesgue measure. It is easy to verify that Hayman's proofs carry over 
to this situation. If.}( is finite, then H(z) is admissible [5, thm. X], and we are done. 
Hence suppose that .}( is infinite. Clearly B( r) -HXJ as r~ oo, giving Hayman's condition 
[5; (2.6)] for admissibility. 
Since h (z) is an entire function, 
. ez 
3h(r e'8) = h(r) + iOA(r) -- B(r) + O( 03 L n rnI g(n)).
2 
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When n ~ Cr, it readily follows from Stirling's formula that r" I g( n) < T" and so 
. 82 
h(r e'11 ) = h(r) + i8A(r) -- B(r) + 0( 83 r3 h(r)), for /8/ ~ ?T. 
2 
Since h(r) and B(r) grow faster than any fixed power of r, 
uniformly for /8/ ~ r2I B(r) 112. This proves Hayman's condition [5, (2.4)] for admissibility. 
It remains to consider r2IB(r) 112 ~/8/~'7T. In the remainder of the proof, we assume 
that r is sufficiently large. Let v = vr and M(r) be such that a maximum term in the sum 
(2.1) for B(r) occurs at n = v and has value M(r). By Stirling's formula, M(r) = 
O(( Crl vV). Since each term in the sum is unbounded as r-HX), v = O(r). One also has 
B(r) = O(vM(r)) and so M(r) ~ CB(r)lr. let 
2?Tj '7T 
8= a+- and /a/~-. 
1/ 1/ 
We have 
rv v2rv 2 B(r)a 2 h(r) -ffih(z) ~-- (1- cos va) ~C-- a ~ C---'"-'--­
g(v) g(v) r 
If /a/~ r2IB(r) 112, it follows from this and the fact that B(r) = O(ecr) that H(z) = 
o(H(r)l B(r) 112). Thus we may assume that /a/< r21B(r) 112 and}"?"' 0. Let k> 3 be a fixed 
element of }( and let .;(;{ be a fixed finite subset of }( with greatest common divisor 1. If 
Jkl v is not an integer, then 
k Crk k-2 h(r)-ffih(z)~Cr (l-cosk8)~- ,2 ~Cr 
1/ 
and so we are done by the bound in (2.1 ). If Jkl v is an integer, then j I v is a multiple 
of 11 k. Let 
2 
19 = {a+ :}: O<j< k, /a/< r21B(r) 112}. 
Clearly f.'( 19) ~ Cr2B(r) 112. For every 8 E e there is an associated j. Since gcd .;(;{ = 1, we 
can associate with j (and hence with 8) an mE.;(;{ such that Jml k is nonzero modulo 1. 
Then 
Crm 
h(r) -ffih(z) ~Y~ Cr 
and so sup/H(z)/ ~ H(r)e-cr. 
LEMMA 2. If ru is defined by u = ruf'(ru) for all positive real u, then 
(a) 8log u ~ ru = O(u 113 ), when gJ* "?"' {2} for some 8 > 0; 
(b) vlu~(rulu)l(rvlv)~(vlu) 112 when v~u; 
(c) fnl fn+d- r~lnd when n is a multiple of d = gcd(gJ*). 
PROOF. Define a(r) = rf'(r) and b(r) = ra'(r). Choose k E gJ* with k ~ 3 if possible. 
Since 
00 
rer= I rbl(b-l)!>a(r)>rkl(k-1)!, 
b~I 
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(a) follows. From a(r,) = t, we obtain 
dr, l r,
-=--=-->0 
dt a'(r,) b(r,) ' 
and so 
l dlog(r,/t)
--<-...:::::....:.....:..:...._..:.. 
l l 
----~--' 
t dt b(r,) t 2t 
since b( r,) ";3 2a( r,) = 2t. Integrating over v ~ t ~ u yields (b). 
We now prove (c). Let h(z)=f(z 11 d) in Lemma I. Then H(z)=F(z 11 d), .N=I!JJ*jd, 
and g(n) = (nd)!. Hence by [5, cor. IV], 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We first prove (1.2). If 1!/J* = {2}, we may apply Kleitman's result [6] or [3, ex. 3]. 
Suppose 9JJ* ~ {2}. Since a singleton block is a subinterval, in ~f,., The number of partitions 
with no fixed points and proper subinterval [j,j+ k -I] isfJn-k· Since l <j < n andf1 = 0, 
n-2 n/2 
O~fn- in~ n I fJn-k ~ 2n I !Jn-k· (3.1) 
k~2 k~2 
We may restrict the index of the sum further to multiples of d since all other terms are 
zero. By Lemma 2(c) and then (b), 
Let m be the least k for which A~ 0. Taking a product of (3.2) over m ~ k < i in multiples 
of d and rearranging we obtain 
ifn-i ci 
--< 1/2• 
f,J,.-m (~- m)
1-m 
Combining this with (3.1) we obtainfn-in=O(nfn-m), which is O(r':fn/nm-l). Since 
m ";3 2, this is o(fn) by Lemma 2(a). This proves (1.2). 
Consider ( l.3a). Clearly 
(3.3) 
Fork~ n215 = N we have G)- nk/ k! and, by Lemma 2(c) and (b).fn-k- fn(rn/n)k. Thus 
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Fork~ N, we have by Lemma 2(c), the left half of (b) and (a), respectively, 
n ) ~ O(((n- k)l k)d(rn-kl(n- k))d) = O((rnl N)d) = o(l). 
( k- d fn-k+d 
Thus the sum over k ~ N in (3.3) is negligible, proving ( 1.3a). 
Suppose ~* = {2}. Clearly f,. = T"12n !/(nl2)! and a" is the number of involutions of 
an n-element set. The former is easily seen to be asymptotic to 2112(nlet12 by Stirling's 
formula. The number of involutions is well known to be asymptotic to 
This completes the proof of ( l.3). 
4. PRooF OF THE CoROLLARIES 
We begin with a simple observation. 
LEMMA 3. Let P(x) be a polynomial of degree p ~ (max ~) - 2 and define Su by 
L bs~lb!+ P(su) = U. 
bE.OO* 
Since the left side is a polynomial of degree p < {3- l, we have '"- s" = o( l ). 
For Corollary 1 let P(x) = 2: ixiI i !, the sum ranging over all positive integers i e ~­
Then sn e•" = n, from which we have 
For Corollary 2 let P(x) =-2: ix;I i !, the sum ranging over all positive integers i E ~* 
not exceeding B-2. Define g(u) by Bg(u) 8 IB!=u. If B-le E:~*, then sn=g(n) and 
the Corollary follows. If B- l E ~*, then 
Sn = g(n- s~- 1I(B- 2)!) 
=((B-l)!n(l- s~-1 ))1/B 
n(B-2)! 
= ((B-l)!n)1/B(l-_!_ s~-1 + O(s~B-21n2))
B (B-2)!n 
l ((B-l)!n)(B-1)/B )
=((B-l)!n) 118 1-- . +O(N-218 ).( B (B-2)!n 
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